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Abstract. Space system engineering has to follow a rigorous design pro-
cess to manage performance/risk trade-o�s at each development stage
and possibly across several functional and organizational domains. The
process is further complicated by the co-development of multiple solu-
tions, each contributing di�erently to the goal and with di�erent trade-
o�s. Moreover, the design process is iterative, involving both changing
requirements and speci�cations along the di�erent ways that lead to the
set goal of the mission. The above requires rigorous modeling that, in
addition, must be easily extendible and maintainable across organiza-
tional units. On the example of the PROBA-3 science computer (instru-
ment control unit, CCB DPU), we show how Petri Nets can serve as
such a simple-to-maintain, holistic model, combining �nite-state charac-
terizations with dynamic system behavior caused by hardware-software
interactions, to express the component-state dependent end-to-end per-
formance characteristics of the system. The paper elaborates on how
the proposed Petri-Net-modeling scheme allows for system architecture
optimization that result in safely reduced technical margins and in turn
substantial savings in components costs. We show that performance met-
rics, obtained from simulation, correlate well with the real performance
characteristics of the �ight model of PROBA-3's science computer.
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1 Introduction

While space missions may have a clearly speci�ed goal, there are many ways of
achieving it. Not all solution pathways are equal: some entail higher implemen-
tation costs, others are limited in the performance they achieve, introduce un-
acceptable risks, or utilize spacecraft resources too extensively. Designing space-
crafts and their subsystems is a gradual, iterative, incremental process and has
to happen concurrently across functional and organizational boundaries. Grad-
ual advances and small increments lead the project from initial requirements and
speci�cation up to construction, test and deployment. At all times, subsequent
steps in the development process have to be evaluated from the perspective of
risk mitigation, reducing unknowns and removing technical obstacles.

Classically, space projects in the ecosystem of the European Space Agency
(ESA) progress through the following seven phases:
Phase 0 - Early Conceptualization

Phase A - Mission De�nition

Phase B - Preliminary Technical Design

Phase C - Critical Technical Design
Phase D - Flight Equipment Manufacturing, Assembly, Integration and Test

Phase E - Deployment in Flight

Phase F - Disposal
Subsequent phases thereby build upon design decisions, trade-o�s and exper-
iments from earlier phases and the high formalization of the process has the
goal of reducing programmatic risk. Examples of the latter include overruns on
costs or of the schedule, which are often caused by wrong requirements or as-
sumptions, that were discovered too late for quick and easy �xes. This calls for
the deployment and active use of all possible means for simulating, testing, and
verifying assumptions, solutions and decisions, as early as possible and sensible.

Space projects often experience a clash between opposing forces: on the one
hand, there is a demand for large technical margins on designed subsystems to
ensure with a very large likelihood that evolving requirements will be met; on the
other hand, there is the need to optimize the design, reduce the typically very
large costs incurred by an extensive use of high reliability components and re-
sources (mass, energy, processing power, memory size) utlization. This dilemma
drives the strong need to analyze, evaluate and experiment with the designed sys-
tem to judge technical decisions and to ensure that, as the project matures, risks
are indeed reduced while striving for optimal utilization of available resources.

In this paper, we would like to share our experience of using Petri Nets in
practice for modeling the processing performance of the Instrument Control Unit
for Coronagraph, a sun observing telescope, which has been the primary payload
of ESA's Proba-3 mission. Application of Petri Nets has been essential in the
early stages of the project (Phases B and C) where architectural decisions and
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optimization attempts had been confronted with the need to prove the system
would be capable of meeting required performance.

Aside from our experience report, this paper contributes:

� the design of Coronagraph's instrument control unit architecture,
� an initial Petri Net model and simulation exploring the system's design space,
� an advanced Petri Net model correlated with �ight equipment,
� a concept for the hardware-software co-design of embedded systems beyond
the space domain, and

� the tangible system optimization results we achieved applying the above
methods.

Parts of this work (Sections 3.1, 3.2 and 4) have been previously published as a
PhD thesis [14].

2 Background

Modeling and simulation of space systems, be it avionics, command and data
handling systems, or mission payloads, is crucial for their correct high-level de-
sign, for their technical speci�cation and, �nally, for an initial veri�cation of their
key requirements. Early modeling and simulation helps making tested function-
alities traceable for future user needs and for ensuring a common understanding
on what is actually being built and why. Modeling and simulation of the system
design allows for idea feasibility checks, architecture trade-o�s, initiates early
prototyping, brief requirements veri�cation, and de-risking any critical aspects
of the system [19, 4, 6, 26, 15, 7]. Two modeling approaches are frequently used
for spacecrafts, which we describe in the following.

2.1 Analytical and mathematical models

Every system operation can be modeled by means of a�ecting the energy, mass
or information �ow (in sense of enabling or disabling the �ow, accumulation or
transformation of resource). Modeling along those lines starts with capturing
the basic building blocks of the system, de�ning transfer functions and their
transient response, which leads to a description of components in form of a mix
of algebraic and di�erential equations. From these equations, one further de-
rives system balancing equations to describe the system dynamics in simpli�ed
form, by linking storage, �ow or transformation of mass, energy or informa-
tion. Balance equations are a valid method for modeling �uid systems, attitude
determination and control, and some electrical systems (e.g., power systems)
are conveniently modeled by means of �ow and storage. In this approach, the
ultimate goal is to describe the state space of a system by formulating state
equations, which de�ne the internal state of the system, and output equations,
which de�ne the system response as a function of its current system state and
received inputs.
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2.2 Dynamic and functional models

While �ow or variation of physical attributes are conveniently expressed in terms
of di�erential equations, the modeling of computation or data �ow needs to take
into account the stateful and event-driven nature of the data processing and
control systems. State charts or graphs and �nite-state machines (FSMs) are
mathematical models used to represent such computation in classic logic devices
or, when extended like in UML [16], SDL [2] or AADL [9], to represent software
execution paths and software component relations in an embedded system [18].
FSMs can be in only one state at a time. External events induce state changes.
This makes FSMs a convenient way of representing a single activity over time
and showing the dependency of modeled systems on transition triggering condi-
tions. The operation of one or more FSMs over time, and their interaction can be
extended into �ow networks. A �ow network is a particular example of a directed
graph where each edge has its maximum capacity and has some temporary �ow
value. Flow values cannot exceed the maximum capacity of an edge. Flow has to
follow the preservation rules, meaning that e�ective network-node in�ow must
be equal to out�ow (with the exception of source and sink nodes). This simple
methodology allows for brief analysis of the dynamic behavior of systems. Flow
networks are especially useful for modeling system aspects related to transporta-
tion like electric current, liquid or heat �ow or data transfer. Flow networks are
useful not only for the analysis of system evolutions over time, but also for �nd-
ing the maximum �ow capability of the whole network. Quite often, computing
and control systems have to be analyzed as an evolution over time (in continuous
domain), while system state transitions occur at discrete events, when associated
conditions trigger desired reactions. Such events exhibit a competition against
other triggers and each one of them, typically, has its own stochastic mecha-
nisms that govern determining a new system state. For each state transition,
new events may be scheduled and previously scheduled events may be canceled.
Petri Nets provide a versatile analysis framework for this kind of modeling, espe-
cially if the modeled system exhibits randomness, state-transitions, concurrency
and scheduling [22, 23, 29, 13]. Some works on Petri Nets applied to space systems
engineering can be found, including software modeling [21], satellite constellation
modeling [8] and instrument simulation [20].

2.3 Hybrid models

Hybrid models, combining discrete and dynamic aspects, such as PDL [10, 5]
and hybrid-systems state machines [25] have been investigated in the research
community, but are not yet widely deployed in space system design. We therefore
leave the investigation of such models as future work.

2.4 State-of-the-art modeling approaches

A representative example of a state-of-the-art modeling approach for embedded
cyber-physical systems, used in ESA, is TASTE [1, 3] and its toolchain. TASTE
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focuses on the software aspect of system operations and supports the creation
of systems using formal methods and automated code generation. The system
under evaluation shall be de�ned in AADL, but a large number of other tools and
languages are supported as well, including SDL, VHDL, ASN.1, SCADE, and
Simulink. Cheddar and MAST are used for model veri�cation. Veri�ed models
can be converted into Ada, C, or C++ and deployed on the target hardware.
The TASTE framework targets the development of safety and mission-critical
communication, control and data processing systems and associated real-time
applications. The goal for using TASTE is to facilitate the understanding of a
speci�cation or design to get an early executable representation of the system and
allow independent testing and veri�cation at di�erent levels of abstractions [24].

3 The Proba-3 mission, ASPIICS Coronagraph and

Instrument Control Unit

Proba-3 includes, among others, the ASPIICS (Association of Spacecraft for Po-
larimetric and Imaging Investigation of the Corona of the Sun) primary payload.
The mission is devoted to demonstrating in-orbit the precision formation �ying
of two satellites. The �rst one produces a nearly perfect eclipse allowing the sec-
ond one � the PROBA-3 Coronagraph ASPIICS � to observe the sun corona
closer to the rim than ever before. To achieve that, both satellites need to keep,
their distance and alignment, precisely and accurately, during the observations.
The coronagraph will cover the range of radial distances between ∼1.1 and 3 so-
lar radii, thus providing continuous observational conditions very close to those
during a total solar eclipse, but without the e�ects of Earth's atmosphere. AS-
PIICS will provide novel solar observations capabilities to achieve two major
science objectives in the area of solar physics [27, 11]:

1. understanding the physical processes that govern the quiescent solar corona;
and

2. understanding the physical processes that lead to coronal mass ejections
(CMEs) and that thus determine space weather.

The Coronagraph Control Box (CCB) is the electronic controller of the AS-
PIICS Coronagraph Instrument (CI). The CCB consists of a compact housing
that contains:

� a Data Processing Unit (DPU), i.e., an embedded payload computer module
that is capable of processing and bu�ering data and of executing manage-
ment and control algorithms. The DPU is responsible for interacting with the
Proba-3 Coronagraph Satellite on-board computer, called Advanced Data
and Power Management System (ADPMS);

� a Power Conditioning Unit (PCU), i.e., a power supply module that provides
all the voltages required by the CI, along with voltage / current measurement
capabilities for telemetry data generation and protection circuits. The PCU
is switched on at the moment when the ADPMS provides power, and supplies
all units instantaneously;
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� an Ancillary Electronics Unit (AEU) contains switches for ASPIICS power
on and o� control, as well as advanced actuation control for Filter Wheel As-
sembly (FWA) and Front Door Assembly (FDA) stepper motors, the Coron-
agraph Optical Box (COB) heater system and the ADCs to gather telemetry
data. AEU functionality is controlled by the DPU;

The Data Processing Unit (DPU) of the Coronagraph Instrument is respon-
sible for all control and scienti�c processing algorithms. It is built on two main
components. One, is a processor (CPU, GR712RC), executing the control soft-
ware (Boot Software and, target, Application Software). The other is a con-
�gurable logic device (FPGA, RTAX2000S), that acts as the processor's co-
processor, implementing all features that are not available in the processor. The
processor interfaces to Flash (for boot-image and application software storage)
and to SDRAM as operations memory and as storage for scienti�c data. The
FPGA is equipped with an external SRAM acting as a cache for scienti�c data
packet formation. The processor's main functions are:

� scienti�c data acquisition, processing and transfer to On-Board Computer
� �ight software and operations schedule execution
� motor and temperature control, power management
� fault detection, isolation and recovery

Main FPGA functions are:

� extending the CPU features through Space Wire
� providing missing communication interfaces (Packet Wire)
� Shadow Position Sensor data acquisition and preprocessing

See Figure 1 for an overview over the DPU functional blocks and their relation
to the overall system architecture.

3.1 Classic approach to performance modeling

The system architecture, as described at the beginning of Section 3, shall be
evaluated during its development against the system requirements. System char-
acteristics estimation is needed to, �rst, understand the feasibility of the pro-
posed solution, and, second, to identify the system's technical margins, which
are needed to understand the project's technical risks.

The classical approach for modeling complex embedded system like the CCB
DPU, would be to create a simple pipeline model. Such a model assumes tiles
(chunks of images taken by Coronagraph) are transferred from one bu�ering
place to another, immediately, with maximum rate. Typically, such a model will
not include any functional dependencies or blocking operations and is there-
fore limited to giving theoretical maximum performance estimates of a given
hardware con�guration of the system. It can help detect of performance bot-
tlenecks, which are typically located at the communication interface with the
lowest bandwidth.
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Fig. 1. Data Processing Unit (DPU) architecture
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To be more speci�c, let us outline a simple DPU pipeline model, where the
input stream of scienti�c data is fed through the �pipeline� over a data transfer
channel. A data transfer channel consists of all sub-channels (communication
interfaces) through which data is transferred. For convenience, we could express
the bandwidth (BW) of each of part of the data transfer channel in terms of tiles
per second (BWCoff for compression o� and BWCon for compression on, since
compressed tile is about 3 times smaller than raw). The simple DPU pipeline
model is shown in Table 1. Knowing that planned system operations require
the CCB DPU to be capable handling 192 tiles/s, in worst case scenario, we
could immediately conclude, that, there should be no performance bottleneck
present. Then, we could draw a positive conclusion regarding the implementation
feasibility of PROBA-3 CCB Data Processing Unit.

Table 1. DPU pipeline data�ow model

Communication Path BW [Mbps] BWCoff [tiles/s] BWCon [tiles/s]

Space Wire (from CEB) 50 800 800

AMBA bus (in CPU) 1600 25600 25600

Space Wire (between CPU & FPGA) 50 800 800

AMBA bus (in FPGA) 200 3200 9600

Packet Wire (to ADPMS) 25 400 3200

3.2 Tile-�ow peculiarities that need to be taken into account

The pipeline model presented in Section 3.1 is simple but dangerously coarse.
It can be noticed, that within the processor and within the FPGA, all activity
� i.e., control and data transfer � is conducted over the AMBA bus, which
interconnects all peripheral and IP-core blocks. On the processor side, AMBA
is involved whenever a tile is transferred, whenever the processor cache has to
be �lled, during regular housekeeping, scheduling, control and health monitoring
activities of the on-board software, and whenever interactions with other parts
of the Coronagraph Instrument or the satellite bus take place.

The FPGA is designed and built around the same philosophy of operation,
also utilizing the AMBA bus and the set of IP-cores to provide the required
functionalities. However, the FPGA does not contain any processor itself. Its
operation therefore crucially depends on remote con�guration by the main pro-
cessor (CPU). Therefore, although some bus transactions inside the FPGA (like
DMA transfers) happen automatically, they have to be con�gured beforehand
by the CPU. In consequence, the CPU remains in full control of scienti�c data
�ows, both in the GR712RC processor and in the RTAX 2000 FPGA.

The FPGA further reports back to the CPU any detected events related to
the communication and Shadow Position Sensor (SPS) operation. Reporting is
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via 3 interrupt lines originating from the Packet Wire block denoting success-
ful transmission of a tile to the spacecraft mass memory, from the IDC data
compression engine, denoting end-of-tile processing, and from the SPS Readout
Engine block. This generates additional asynchronous events, on top of those
received by the CPU directly (e.g., in relation to the communication with the
satellite's On-Board Computer and the ADPMS).

Let us take a brief glimpse how the AMBA bus works to understand a major
issue we have to address. AMBA (also called here AHB) is a multiplexed bus
(see Figure 2). A multiplexer, connecting the master (i.e. source of data) to a
slave (i.e. data sink), blocks any connection from happening until the bus is freed
again. Only one type of operation can be executed at a time and by only one
master at a time. That is either a tile can be transferred from Space Wire to
SDRAM, or from SDRAM to the FPGA for compression, provided the FPGA is
con�gured or interacts with the CPU. The same holds for the FPGA side AMBA
bus: either the IDC compression engine (or the CPU) feeds tiles directly into the
SRAM cache or tiles are sent through Packet Wire to the On-Board Computer.
On a given AMBA bus (of the CPU or FPGA), each AMBA operation blocks
all other operations from being executed. Introducing multiple separate buses
allows increasing the degree of parallelism, but the dependence on the CPU to
manage data �ows continues to signi�cantly a�ect system performance. This
aspect is ignored in classic modeling, causing it to be potentially �awed.

Fig. 2. AMBA AHB controller functional block diagram

4 Processing performance modeling

In order to build a Petri Net model capable of correctly characterizing the CCB
DPU processing performance, we need to map DPU functional components and
other aspects of the system to Petri Net (PN) primitives.

We used a Extended Deterministic and Stochastic Petri Net (eDSPN) to
model the CCB DPU. Table 2 summarizes the PN primitives and the physical
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reality they represent. All the models presented in the paper were built and
simulated with the TimeNet software [12, 17, 28].

Table 2. Physical system element to Petri Net primitive mapping.

Physical system Petri Net Comment

tile, control signal token tokens are all the same, token role is inter-
preted depending on topology of places and
transactions

memory bu�er,
cache, processing
block, process mode
change

place place function is subject to abstract inter-
pretation

bu�er or communica-
tion interface capac-
ity

inhibitor arc arc ended with a circle, connecting place
and inhibited transaction, activated when
number of tokens in starting place exceeds
de�ned threshold

communication inter-
face

deterministic trans-
action

black rectangle, �ring rate inversely propor-
tional to tile throughput, enabled in pres-
ence of control token, absence of inhibiting
signals

communication bus exponential transac-
tion

white rectangle, �ring rate expected value
, enabled in presence of control token, ab-
sence of inhibiting signals

software process pre-
emption

immediate transition black bar, controlled by guard signals

The basic idea behind the proposed DPU performance model is to convert
the classic pipeline model to Petri Nets and to augment the latter with the
missing dynamic aspects of the system that a�ect the scienti�c tile-�ow and
that characterize AMBA bus blocking.

4.1 Initial processing performance model

The proposed CCB DPU Petri Net model is shown on Figure 3. It characterizes
the CCB DPU con�guration where compression is enabled. In the model, the
places P_CEB and P_ADPMS represent the scienti�c data stream source and
the sink, respectively. To obtain a more �exible simulation, we introduced a
parameter N (typically set to 10000) for the number of tokens (or tiles) that are
to be transferred. Simulation ends once N tokens arrive at P_ADPMS. The time
to transfer all tokens thereby serves as a performance indicator of the system
throughput, as shown in Equation 1.

System_Throughput =
N

time_to_transfer_N_tokens
(1)
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Tokens need to traverse along the whole DPU science data path to be stored
in P_ADPMS. Some places along this path represent internal bu�ers of the
communication interfaces (P_SPW[0..2]), two places represent the key bu�ers
of the DPU system - the SDRAM memory attached to CPU (P_SDRAM) and
SRAM memory attached to FPGA (P_SRAM). The IDC compression engine,
assumed to process 1 tile at a time, is labeled as P_IDC. The maximum bu�er
size (in number of tiles it can hold) is enforced by the use of transition feedback,
an inhibitor arc.

Fig. 3. Data Processing Unit (DPU) performance model. Compression engine, disabled
in raw mode, marked with dashed line.

Petri Net places are connected using transitions, representing the throughput
of the interfaces and buses that are involved in transferring tiles between the
respective bu�ers and processing nodes in physical system. The transitions T0
and T3 are Space Wire interfaces from the CEB and between the CPU and the
FPGA. They operate at 50 Mbps. Transition T7 is a Packet Wire interface to
ADPMS and operates at 25 Mbps. Transition T1 and T2 represent the AHB
transfers to and from the SRAM bu�er. Similarly, T4, T5, T6 represent AHB
transitions in the FPGA. The AHB bus in the processor operates at 1600 Mbps
and the AHB in the FPGA at 200 Mbps. Equation 2 denotes the �ring rate (i.e.,
expected time to �re).

Time_to_Fire =
Tile_Size

Throughput
(2)

There are three modes of scienti�c data �ow processing: compression, bit-
stu�ng and raw. Compression and bit-stu�ng make use of the IDC engine to
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perform their activities. This part of the system's Petri Net model can remain
the same. Only the transition �ring rate needs to change in order to re�ect
changes in the tile throughput in the FPGA. This is because tile sizes are reduced
after compression, utilizing only a fraction of the bandwidth. For raw mode the
location P_IDC and transmission T4 are removed, T5 then connects directly to
P_SPW2, and �ring rates are modi�ed to re�ect the transition of full size tiles.

In order to model the dynamic behavior of the system, at the stage of de-
velopment, where perhaps only hardware prototypes are available, but no soft-
ware, simplifying assumptions have to be made. Plain throughput, as shown
in the pipeline model, is not su�cient to validate architecture design in the
presence of AMBA bus blocking behavior, which is introduced by competing
functional chains (science vs SPS control vs maintenance vs TC/TM control).
Moreover, even within the scienti�c data transfer functional chain, a compe-
tition for AMBA bus access occurs. This is because only one of the following
two situations happen: tiles are circulated within the processor; or the proces-
sor con�gures and monitors the semi-automatic operation of the Direct Memory
Access engines in the FPGA. To model this behavior we introduce the subnet
P_BUS_CPU{Ø,_no}_ACC, T8 and T9, where the presence of a token (inter-
preted as �ow control) in place P_BUS_CPU_ACC denotes the CPU having
access over AHB to perform its activities (including FPGA control) and a to-
ken in P_BUS_CPU{Ø,_no} denotes that the CPU is either idle or performs
activities using only it's cache memories, while the AHB is free for science data
transfer. The T1 transfer (from CEB data source to SDRAM) will �re only if a
token is present at P_BUS_CPU_no_ACC, which in turn blocks the T2 transfer
(from SDRAM bu�er to FPGA via Space Wire), which mimics the same limita-
tions as present in the processor. Firing of T1 or T2, besides moving tokens that
represent tiles of scienti�c data moving along the scienti�c datapath, will also
put the �ow control token back to P_BUS_CPU_no_ACC. A similar concept of
operation is implemented for enabling T6, with small but important di�erence,
that this transition can �re only when the CPU takes control over the GR712RC
AMBA bus and the FPGA Space Wire link with RMAP enabled to con�gure
the Packet Wire DMA engine.

4.2 Simulation of the initial processing performance model

Since the initial model is designed to validate the architectural considerations
before actual hardware is built and software deployed on it, there is not much
gain in simulating performance to evaluate overall absolute values. Obtained
measures would be questioned during technical reviews as being too a�ected by
model assumptions. Much more appealing at this early stage is leveraging the
model for exploring numerous design variants and con�gurations, to see which
of them are promising to ful�ll system and, eventually, mission requirements.

To evaluate the CCB DPU architecture, one needs to show the system perfor-
mance goal can be met and under what conditions. Therefore, on the one hand,
simulation needs to show that the most demanding (data-intensive) observation
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scenario can be served within the expected payload operation window (here 25-
30% of the orbital period) and that the in�uence of AMBA bus blocking on
the scienti�c data �ow is tolerable. The �rst can be obtained by simulating the
time required to transfer and process the selected amount of tokens from CEB
to ADPMS, extrapolating the result to estimate the time required for trans-
ferring all tiles generated during the CME-Watch scenario (∼ 2.9M tiles). The
second measure can be obtained by de�ning AMBA_blocking_ratio (Eq. 3) as
the fraction of time during which the token is in place P_BUS_CPU_ACC in
contrast to being in either in P_BUS_CPU_ACC or P_BUS_CPU_no_ACC.

AMBA_blocking_ratio =
T9

(T8 + T9)
∗ 100% (3)

Figure 4 shows DPU's performance obtained from simulating the initial model
outlined above, con�gured with (a) and without (b) compression. The blue-
shaded area at the bottom of the �gures denotes the time limit available for DPU
operations: 21600 s. Scienti�c data streaming to ADPMS is considered successful
when it �nishes before this time limit. The plots show the time to stream data to
ADPMS that was generated in the worst-case CME-watch scenario for di�erent
CPU AMBA bus blocking ratios (i.e., for di�erent fractions of total time that
the AMBA bus is not used for transferring scienti�c data tiles, refer to Eq. 3).
Simulations are performed for few cases, showing fours orders of magnitude of
AMBA blocking ratio granularity. The more the AMBA bus is blocked for other
activities than transferring tiles from the CEB and further into the DPU and
ADPMS (horizontal axes), the more time it takes to complete the whole data
dump to the on-board computer. This actually con�rms initial suspicions, since
when tile-reception is blocked at the GR712RC, then tile in�ow to the DPU
is limited as well and no advantage can be drawn from the fast internal DPU
interfaces.

Another insight into CCB DPU operations can be obtained in relation to
the impact of the CPU AMBA bus mode switching time granularity. The larger
this granularity, the more time is spent in a given mode before switching and
the lower will be DPU's capability to stream the data. Keeping mode switching
granularity high and ensuring bu�ers are emptied quickly, prevents tile pile-ups
and appears to be a key to achieving the required performance and drove further
hardware and software codesign.

5 Implementation

Validating the architecture with the help of Petri Nets, as described in the previ-
ous section, con�rms the initial assumptions and indicate that it will be feasible
to implement the CCB DPU. They provided insight into the system's internal
operation and allowed to better understand the involved hardware-software in-
teractions, allowing the project to advance into subsequent phases, where the
focus is on building and deploying the actual equipment.
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(a) with compression

(b) without compression

Fig. 4. Data Processing Unit (DPU) performance simulation
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Subsequent CCB DPU models are developed in an iterative approach, where
each following model tests the assumptions, solutions and design decisions that
have been made with the previous model and that are most critical. The outcome
of analyzing such a re�nement may require discarding certain design decisions
or they may remain uncertain in the sense that still multiple options may be
viable. The best viable state in the �nal phase is the desired system. A summary
of the models built within the CCB DPU project is provided in Table 3. For
clarity, only the models that are most relevant for the performance evaluation
are shown.

Table 3. CCB DPU models

Model Phase Applicability Purpose

Software Mock-Up B & C Prototyping Used for verifying schedulability of
software components

Development Model B & C Prototyping Used for testing the hardware and soft-
ware, veri�cation of initial assump-
tions, getting acquainted with technol-
ogy stack

Engineering Model C & D Advanced Proto-
typing

Built be as close to Flight Model as
possible, used for testing critical func-
tionality and interfacing with the rest
of the system. Intermediate software re-
visions deployed.

Proto-Flight Model D & E To conduct the
mission

Full �ight con�guration, materials,
quality and processes, tested to accep-
tance levels. Flight software revision
deployed.

The DPU Development Model allowed for early prototyping and was built
for reducing the risks associated with technology and components selection. It
further served to create �rst mock-ups of the critical hardware and software parts
and for testing initial assumptions about operations, including �rst performance
measurements. For example, at this stage, measurements already indicated a tile
throughput of 252 tiles/s on average, for which we had to implement only part
of the �nal software functionality.

Following the above, we conducted (as part of our Veri�cation and Validation
campaign) a performance veri�cation of the DPU processing capabilities on a
physical implementation of the models (the Engineering Model and Proto-Flight
Model, shown in Figure 5). The campaign attempted to answer whether the
requirements de�ning the system have been met, but also, what were the actual
limits of the hardware and of the software scienti�c data processing power. The
data �ow test involved verifying that the rate of transfer of compressed science
data from the CCB to the ADPMS memory module met the requirements set
out in the system requirements speci�cation. The scenario measured the average
number of tiles processed by the CCB and sent to the ADPMS each second based
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Fig. 5. Flight model of Coronograph Control Box (CCB) Data Processing Unit (DPU)

on the events logged by the software for each tile. The numbers obtained from
validation test logs, collected from runs performed on the engineering model
of the CCB, connected to the electrical ground support equipment, oscillated
around 205 tiles per second. It therefore met the requirement of at least 192 tiles
per second, as de�ned in the requirements speci�cation.

However the DPU engineering model, at time of test, did not operate under
the �nal version of �ight software. Similar tests conducted with the Proto-Flight
Model in its �nal software con�guration revealed a scienti�c tile throughput of
233 tiles per second (all values for compression mode enabled), still well within
the speci�cation requirements.

6 Correlating the Petri Net performance model with the

physical model

It is worth noticing, that the performance model and actual veri�cation mea-
surements were organized around di�erent methodologies. The Petri Net per-
formance model was targeting simulation of what is happening inside the DPU,
while it is fed with a worst case expected data stream to �gure out what are
required bu�er sizes and what control-performance bottlenecks might be en-
countered in the system. Modeling was performed for the purpose of reducing
uncertainty (and associated programmatic risks) and for optimizing the technical
margins of the system. The veri�cation measurements, however, were targeting
the discovery of actual performance limits in the system. Therefore it was fed
with the maximum data stream allowed by the input interface bandwidth, mea-
suring the resulting processing performance.
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To correlate these performance results, both have to follow the same experi-
mentation philosophy. However, since at the time of writing, the CCB underwent
the integration process with the satellite platform, it was easier to adjust the
Petri Net model rather than repeating the performance measurements with the
payload, although the latter will have to happen anyway as part of the validation
campaign of the integrated satellite.

A quick look at the Petri Net models in Figure 3 allows noticing that to
replicate the performance experiments, which had been performed on the imple-
mented equipment, it su�ces to modify transaction T1, de�ning the data stream
input rate, from 192 tiles/s to 800 tiles/s which is about the maximum that can
be handled by the SpaceWire interface at a con�gured bit rate of 50 Mbps.

The other aspect that has to be adjusted in our models is the T8 / T9 trans-
actions to resemble the behavior of the CCB Application Software. In the initial
modeling of the CCB DPU, the expected value of the T8 and T9 transactions �r-
ing time was of main interest, but not their absolute values, which at that time
would have to be guessed. The analysis had therefore focused on the relation
between T8 and T9 and on the order of magnitude of the �ring time (granular-
ity of translation activation) as described in Section 4.2. Now, after the Flight
Software (ASW) is available and deployed in target architecture, it is possible
to estimate these values more accurately.

T8 indicates for how long the CPU manages tile-in�ow to the system, receiv-
ing in the �rst part of the data pipeline the tiles from imager electronics (CEB)
and within the CPU itself (storing in SDRAM, passing to FPGA, con�guring
FPGA DMAs and IDC operation). T8 is de�ned by execution times of ASW
components summed up in Table 4.

T9 de�nes how long the CPU manages tile-out�ow of the system in the second
part of the data pipeline, pushing out the tiles stored in the FPGA SRAM to
On-Board Computer(ADPMS) through PacketWire. T9 is de�ned by execution
time of ASW components (summed up as well in Table 4).

Table 4. Relevant ASW components average execution times, modeled by respective
transactions.

Transaction Component Average execution time [ms]

T8

tile_related_rmap_transaction 0.012
tile_spw_transmission 1.250
fpga_idc_compression 0.660

Total: 1.922

T9
fpga_pw_transmission 2.73

Total: 2.73

As for T8's and T9's expected �ring times, the key architecture quality factor
derived from initial modeling, AMBA blocking factor (Eq. 3) is 59% and it has
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a very �ne granularity (order of milliseconds) which are the exact circumstances
that have been discovered as o�ering su�cient CCB DPU performance margins
and �exibility to meet the system requirements (refer to Sec 4.2).

However, setting realistic values of T8 and T9 is necessary, but not su�cient,
to ensure adequate similarity between Proto-Flight Model and Petri Nets. At
this stage, we also needed to accommodate the fact that the Application Flight
Software is much more complex than it was considered (and feasible for taking
into account) at initial modeling time. Application Flight Software is responsi-
ble for real-time SPS sensor measurements and their delivery further down the
Guidance, Navigation and Control loop. This is a 2 Hz period process and some
associated processing load. Among other loads there is a telecommand decoding
and telemetry packet generation, as well as, all the housekeeping and control ac-
tivities and, last but not least, fault detection, isolation and recovery functions
(internal monitoring).

Fig. 6. Data Processing Unit (DPU) performance model, with enabled compression,
correlated with Proto-Flight Model

All in all, those real-time (deterministic scheduling) and asynchronous (inter-
rupt based) loads block, when executed, the AMBA bus for tile transfer and this
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e�ect can be modeled by controlling the presence of tile transmission enabling
token rotation in P_TILE_TRAN_A & T8 & P_TILE_TRAN_B & T9 path.
This is done by adding the P_IDLE_A and P_IDLE_B places which siphons
in (by immediate transitions T_dA and T_dB) or siphons out (by immediate
transitions T_eA and T_eB) the token so none of the transition responsible
for modeling actual tile transfer can �re. Disabling the tile transmission in the
system, e�ectively is performed by activating T_dA or T_dB. Both these transi-
tion are controlled by an enabling function, asserted when the newly introduced
place P_RT_OTHERS contains a token. By symmetry, the tile transmission
within the system recovers when T_eA or T_eB are activated, by asserting
the enabling function when place P_nRT_OTHER contains the token. It shall
now be obvious that a token in the place P_RT_OTHER models the times
when the CPU executes the scheduled and asynchronous loads, while a token
in P_nRT_OTHER models the situation when the CPU performs best-e�ort
operations and tile-transfers. The transition T_RT ensures that periodic and
other loads are executed in simulation every 500 ms and the T_nRT sets the
expected load execution time to about 200 ms, which estimate is based on exe-
cution loads of major components of ASW. The model is presented in Figure 6.
The enabling connections from P_RT_OTHERS to T_dA and T_dB, as well as
from P_nRT_OTHER to T_eA and T_eB are omitted for maintaining clarity
of �gure.

Simulation of the updated models in TimeNet software yields that, in order
to transfer 10000 tiles the DPU would need 41 and 59 seconds, respectively, for
models with compression enabled and disabled. This corresponds to about 244
and 169 tiles/s peak performance capability of DPU for compression-on and -o�
mode. For the mode of operation involving the bit-stu�ng (each pixel is coded
with 16 bits but contains only 14 bits of information) time to transfer while
simulated tile batch is about 51 seconds, which corresponds to 196 tiles/s on
average.

Simulation results correlate well with experimental results, as presented in
table 5, in the whole spectrum of DPU modes of operation. Following models
are taken into account: Development Model (DM), Engineering Model (EM),
Proto-Flight Model (PFM) and Petri Net model (P/N-model).

Table 5. The processing performance (in tiles per second) of CCB DPU models.

Mode of operation DM EM PFM P/N-model

raw tiles � � 180 169
bit-stu�ed tiles � � 202 196
compressed tiles 252 205 233 244
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7 Gained Insights and Conclusions

Petri Nets are not new to industry. However, they are not used very widely.
They can serve addressing the increasing importance, in logistics, network and
computer architectures design and analysis and work�ow systems.

The work presented in this paper documents the way Petri Nets were involved
in systems engineering of complex control and data processing systems. This
method of modeling has been proven as a useful tool for obtaining insights in
architecture trade-o�s, but more importantly, the model could be easily updated
to track and re�ect the changes in the system, as development gains maturity
and up to the stage of quite accurate correlation of simulation results with the
measurements of processing performance of DPU �ight hardware and software.
Our main achievements of the CCB DPU modeling process using Petri Nets can
be summed up in following way:

� DPU Petri Net performance model revealed that DPU has to be treated
as streaming, not bu�ering, device, as in worst-case operation scenario of
�CME-Watch� there will be no time to send all scienti�c data tiles after the
end of observations;

� to the last point, DPU amount of on-board SDRAM memory has been re-
duced signi�cantly, which in terms of Flight Units delivery is equivalent of
buying 9 SDRAM memory modules less (savings of roughly 50 thousand
Euro in components costs);

� DPU performance model analysis provided insights in how the Application
Software controlling the DPU has to manage the scienti�c data �ow and
circulation of tiles from CEB, to compression engine and to ADPMS Mass
Memory Modules in order to meet the processing performance demands;

� the Petri Net model validity has been proven by, �rst, building the �ight
equipment meeting performance requirements, second, accurately correlating
the updated Petri Net model with the measurements performed on the DPU
Flight Model.

All in all, we found that time and e�ort spent on developing modeling tools,
such as Petri Nets, are likely to pay back in the future. Modeling, if it allows
early concept prototyping in order to fail and pivot or to consolidate and move
forward, without any doubt, is an invaluable support, that is directly traceable
to savings in time and money spent on the project. The described creation of
Proba-3 Coronagraph Control Box and its Digital Processing Unit in particular,
provides solid evidence for this claim.

The presented work contributes a small step towards providing new systems
engineering tools for use in the aerospace or space industry. It is a perfect moment
for such discussions, as space business undergoes deep changes, starting from
the New Space revolution up to evolution of Model-based Systems Engineering
into a Digital Twin Spacecraft concept. Petri Nets, thanks to their high level
of abstraction and versatility, tackle a large class of system engineering issues,
especially in the early design phases.
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